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ABSTRACT

Rare and^P^violatingCkaon decays provide important access to fundamental issues in
^particle physicsTExperiments at BNL, CERN, Fermilab and KEK have recently reported

results dealing with stringent tests of the standard model and sensitive searches for novel
eiTects which probe very high mass scales. The next generation of experiments is now being
constructed to establish the presence of direct CP violation as predicted in the standard
model, to unambiguously examine higher order weak interaction effects and to search for
lepton flavor violation with unprecedented sensitivity. In addition, new accelerator facilities
are being built and planned which will allow orders of magnitude gains in sensitivity for
the most critical measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Never before has there been the degree of predictive power in a comprehensive theory
that is demonstrated in the standard model (SM). But clearly, without a basic understand-
ing of the gauge hierarchy, the many parameters, the symmetry breaking mechanism, the
nature of the three-generation structure and the relationship between quarks and leptons
the situation will remain unsatisfactory.

All sources of potential new information must be pursued vigorously. Historically,
probing the energy frontier has often led to enlightening discovery. The parallel approach
of high precision exploration using low energy processes like kaon decay has also been
extremely successful for gaining new insight into fundamental physical processes at high
mass scales. The neutral kaon system presents the only known examples of CP violation, a
phenomenon which provides a central testing ground for basic principles. In the future, B
mesons may also reveal a great variety of new CP violation phenomena. Further detailed
study of the kaon system is required to define the nature of CP violation, in particular, to
determine if mixing in the mass matrix (characterized by the CP violation parameter e) is
complemented by direct CP violation in the decay amplitudes (e1) as predicted in the SM. In
some alternate theories where, for instance, there are approximate global U(l) symmetries
for each fermion type, direct CP violation effects would be unobservably small(l). Several
neutral kaon decay channels are particularly sensitive to the positive effects of non-standard
model CP violation due to scalar exchange.

Ultra-rare decays A'+ —• 7r+i/J7 and A'£ —» irauu offer unique opportunities for de-
termining the precise values of SM parameters. These higher order weak processes are
expected to proceed through loops dominated by the top quark and their rates can be
calculated precisely. Forbidden lepton flavor changing processes like A'£ —• fie and
A'+ —• ir+fie are among the prime candidates for elucidating the generation puzzle and
testing alternate theories containing new massive particles in the 100 TeV range. Other
rare decays dominated by long distance (i.e. photonic or mesonic intermediate states) are
interesting for their potential to reveal information on the non-perturbative QCD regime.

There has been considerable recent progress on kaon decay experiments at BNL, CERN,
Fermilab and KEK involving precise measurements of CP violation effects and rare decays



and on searches for ultra-rare and forbidden processes. A new generation of experiments
is now being mounted at these laboratories and planning for low intensity, high precision
experiments at DA$NE is underway[2]. In the near future, the booster at the AGS will
provide an increase of the primary beam by a factor of four (reaching about 3.3 ft A at 28
GeV with a 30% duty cycle) and, coupled with new beam lines, will result in an order of
magnitude greater flux of kaons than previously available. Construction of improved beam
lines at CERN and Fermilab will lead to enhanced higher energy neutral kaon fluxes and
the Fermilab Main Injector (FMI) (2 /iA at 120 GeV, 30% duty cycle) could provide an
intense kaon source[3] comparable to the boosted AGS but covering higher kaon energies.
In the longer term, the proposed TRIUMF KAON(4] (100 /iA at 30 GeV, 100% duty cycle)
would yield another order of magnitude or more in increased intensities.

In the following, the status of selected ultra-rare and CP violating K decay experiments
will be briefly discussed along with the near- and longer-term future prospects. For reviews
of rare kaon decays see Ref.[5,6] and of CP violation see Ref.{7]. Rare and radiative kaon
decays and chiral perturbation theory are discussed in Ref.[8].

II. ALLOWED ULTRA RARE DECAYS

A. A'+ - w+w7

Ultra-rare allowed kaon decays are interesting because they can provide clean access to
SM parameters and can also open windows for the appearance of new effects. A'+ —• **uV
is unique because it is the only second order weak process which is currently accessible
and can also be unambiguously calculated. Unlike the few other observable second order
weak processes (e.g. A'0 — A oscillations, A'£ —• fiji and double beta decay) which involve
predominantly long distance mesonic or photonic effects, A'+ —• n+uV is dominated by
short distance (i.e. quark and lepton) contributions indicated in the diagrams of fig. 1. The
rate for the GIM suppressed A'+ -+ *+vT> decay depends primarily on m, and parameters
of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix associated with the top
quark, Vt, and Vi<<-(9] Measurement of A'+ —• w+i>i7 appears to be the best approach for
determining Vu unambiguously (see Ref. [7]) since direct t —» W d decay processes are
highly suppressed and calculations of other higher order processes like B% — Bd mixing
are fraught with large hadronic matrix element uncertainties. The A'+ —• **vV branching
ratio as a function of the i-quark mass lies in the region 1 to 8 x 10~'° for mt in the range
100 to 250 GeV. (10].

A precise SM prediction for the K* —• **vV branching ratio allows the reaction
to be used to search for new physics. Since experiments measuring K* —* w+vV do
not observe the weakly interacting decay products, it is possible that A'+ —• x+xx' or
A'+ —» *+x decays, where x and x' represent neutral weakly interacting particles, could
be discovered at comparable or even much higher rates. The window for exotic effects
appearing in the reaction A'+ —• x+xx' extends down to the SM value of the branching
ratio B(K+ —• ir+i/p) ~ 10"l0. Some possibilities involving scalar or pseudoscalar parti-
cles have been suggested including Majorons (massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons), axions,
light Higgs particles, familons and hyperphotohs.

An experiment is now in progress at the BNL AGS to measure the process A'* —t
*+uV if it occurs within the range predicted by the SMfllJ- The apparatus for Expt. 787
uses A'* stopped in a higliiy segmented detector shown in fig. 2. The leading potential
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Fig. 1. Diagrams contributing to A*+

backgrounds arise from A'+ —• jr+x° (A'*?) and A'+ —• /i+i/ (A'^) which have to be
suppressed by more than nine orders of magnitude by kinematic selection, vetoing of
photons and by particle identification emphasizing detection of the complete IT —» fi —» e
decay chain. The Expt. 787 group has recently presented branching ratio limits(12] for
the decay K+ —* it+uu at < 5.2 x 10~9* based on data obtained in the kinematic regions
above and below the A',] peak[13]. A new beam line has recently been constructed which
will provide an order of magnitude increase in K flux along with a similarly decreased
pion contamination for the next phase of Expt. 787 which is aimed at a measurement of
A'+ —• 7r+i/F at the 10"10 level. An upper limit of < 1.7 x 10~9 has also been set on the
branching ratio for exotic decays of the form A'+ —» ir+x for mr = 0 and constraints were
determined for cases where mx > 0 [12,13].

If the SM prediction is valid, Expt. 787 will observe several events from A'+ —» TT+»/F.

To examine the rate and spectrum for consistency with the SM (say at the 10 to 20%
level), to investigate any new phenomena or to continue the search for this unique process
at significantly higher sensitivity will require much greater intensities than are presently
expected to be produced at the AGS. A high precision measurement of A'+ —• ir+i/V would
be one of the featured projects at KAON(4]. A conceptual design of a KAON A'+ —» ir+vv
experiment based on the experience of Expt. 787 has been developed using a magnetic field
strength 3 T (three times stronger than in Expt. 787). The primary motivations for the
high field are improvement of the momentum resolution, improvement of the pion range

•All limits presented will be at the 90% C L.
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stack tracking using greater segmentation (e.g. scintillation fibers) and improvement of the
photon veto efficiency by the use of a fully active detection medium such as BaFj. The later
two improvements are facilitated by the reduced size of the high field tracking apparatus.
To handle the high rates anticipated, all detector channels would be instrumented with
0.5-1.0 GHz transient pipeline digitizers like the ones used in Expt. 787 [11] and the GaAs
CCD's under production at TRIUMF[14j.

B. K°L - » nfi

The decay A'£ —• /j/4 has played an important role in the understanding of flavor
changing neutral currents in the context of the development of the SM. The short dis-
tance contribution (second order weak diagrams similar to fig. 1) is expected to be small
compared to long distance effects which proceed through two virtual photons. The ab-
sorptive part involving on-shell photons in the intermediate state gives an upper bound
B(A'g -• nn)= 6.83 ± 0.28 x 10~9 (the so-called unitarity bound) based on the measure-
ment of A'£ —» 77. To extract information on short distance effects it is also necessary to
know the contribution from dispersive effects of two intermediate state off-shell photons
which is difficult to obtain theoretically. It has been suggested that a measurements < r



A'£ —» eef (and, in future, form factors in A'£ —» eeec) might allow extraction of the
dispersive contribution.

Recent experiments at KEK(15] and BNL[16] searching for A'£ - • fte and related
processes (see below) have reported results on A'£ —• /i/i which have improved knowledge
of this channel by an order of magnitude in precision over previous work. The results are
B(A'£ -• /i/i) = 7.9 ± 0.6(stat) ± 0.3(sys) x 10"9 and B(A'g -• w)= 6.86 ± 0.37 x 10~9

from KEK El37 and BNL E791, respectively, with a combined result of B(A'£ -» /*/*)=
7.09 ± 0.33 x 10"8. At this unprecedented level of precision for an ultra-rare process one
can begin to make a meaningful comparison with theory. It appears, however, that the
excess rate of the experimental result above the unitarity bound AB = 0.26 ± 0.33 x 10""*
is small, indicating that reliably extracting the short distance part may have to be done at
below the 10~* level which will be extremely difficult. Nevertheless, useful upper bounds
on CKM parameters have been derived from these results[17].

C. Other allowed reactions

Other rare kaon processes which are presently being investigated include decays K —•
ire+e~ and A' —» *n*n~ (involving both neutral and charged mesons), A'£ $ —• 77,
A' —» 777 and other radiative kaon decays. Long distance effects generally dominate
such processes but recent successes using chiral perturbation theory to parametrize the
strong interaction dynamics encourage further experimental work in this area[8j. The
special case of A'£ —» x°e+e" is discussed below.

III. CP AND T VIOLATION

A. c'/c

CP violation has been observed in A'£ —• 2* decays and in the charge asymmetry of
A'0 —• irc*i/ (Kf3) decays. Recently, CP violation due to A't — Ks interference has been
observed in measurements of A'£ —• xn~f [18]. In the SM with at least three generations a
CP-violating phase can be accommodated in the quark-mixing matrix. The magnitude of
CP violation is indicated by the parameter <~2.3 x 10~3 which describes the level of CP
impurity of A'£ and A'ji states. This is also consistent with the hypothesis that a superweak
interaction is responsible for the observed CP violation. A second possible source of CP
violation originates directly from the A' —• 2ir decay amplitude and is characterized by the
parameter t'. In the SM, c*/e is expected to be non-zero and range from about 1 to 20
xl0~4,[7,10] depending on the top quark mass and other parameters and has considerable
uncertainty resulting from the calculation of hadronic matrix elements. A non-zero value of
e'/c would effectively rule out the superweak interpretation although <* ~ 0 is still allowed
in the SM for high values of mt. A null result for e'/t in the next round of experiments
could provide supporting evidence for a non-standard model source of CP violation! 1].

Two experiments measuring the double ratio of A' —• TCX decays

have recently reported results based on their complete data sets. CERN experiment
NA31|19] reported consistency with the SM picture of CP violation, finding a non-zero



preliminary value for the ratio t'/e = (23 ± 3.4(stat) ± 6.5(sys)) x 10~*. Fermilab exper-
iment Expt. 731 (20] found e'/e = (7.4 ± 5.2(stat) ± 2.9(sys)) x 10~4 with comparable
precision but consistent with zero. In these experiments statistical and estimated sys-
tematic uncertainties were roughly comparable although the systematic uncertainties arise
from different sources.

Higher precision experiments with perhaps 107 A'° —» 2*° events are now required to
make progress on the measurement of e'/e. Knowledge of systematic uncertainties must also
be improved commensurately and the long learning process that has accompanied this ef-
fort has led to new experiments by the groups at CERN (NA48) and Fermilab (E799/E832)
which have aims of reaching total uncertainties on e'/e of 1 to 2 x \Q~*. New higher inten-
sity beams and enhanced detectors with higher rate capabilities are being employed. Both
new efforts (see figs. 3 and 4) use a two-beam approach, magnetic spectrometer analysis of
charged particles and precision calorimetry to reduce systematic uncertainties from energy
scales, calibrations, acceptance variations and accidental backgrounds for the four decay
modes being studied.

Another approach to the CP violation problem is the production of pure, tagged A'0 and
T?° states in pp annihilation. This method which is being pursued by the CPLEAR[21]
group at CERN employs the reactions pp —• K°K~ir+ and pp —* JLK+X' (branching
ratios ~ 10"3) in which the K°(KQ) state is tagged by A'""*+(A'+ir~). Time dependent
CP violating asymmetries

- T(A'° -
-r T(A'° -

where / represents a final state such as *°JT°, can be measured with estimated precision in
t'ft of 10~3. In addition, other CP violating A's and A'j, decay modes will be investigated
with quite a different set of systematic uncertainties than in the CERN and Fermilab
experiments and, thereby, will represent an important new source of information. In the
longer term, the e*e~ $ factory DA$NE may also provide valuable information on CP
violation.

Looking beyond the current round of experimental efforts, it may be necessary to
achieve yet another order of magnitude in precision for ("/( aiming at the 10"* level and
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Fig. 4. CERN NA48 experiment for the measurement of «'/<•

requiring far greater intensities of neutral kaons than existing machines can supply. FMI
and KAON may be the required facilities to permit the creation of extremely clean, intense
beams necessary to reach these levels.

A'£ —» *°vV is an exceptionally interesting reaction (referred to as "the Golden re-
action" by Wolfenstein)[22], the observation of which could unambiguously establish the
SM origin of CP violation. Since A'° —» *Vi7 is dominated by direct CP violation (i.e.
an «* type effect) in the SM, non-observation at lower levels would imply an alternate
source of CP violation like scalar exchange. Interpretation of a A'£ —• if°vu measurement
is clean because CP violation effects due to mixing are extremely small[23) (compare with
A' -+ 7T7T where c'/e < 10~3) and, like / \ + —• ir+i/v, it has negligible long distance com-
ponents. Thus, A'° —» ir°i/F has the unique potential for precisely determining the CP
violating phase in the CKM matrix. The branching ratio is expected to lie in the range
0.3 to 20 x 10"n where the uncertainties arise primarily from presently unknown CKM
parameters and mj(10). When mt is known (as seems likely in the next few years), mea-
surement of both the charged and neutral channels of A' —• iruV to accuracy of 10 to 20%
would provide the best possible route to determining Vtd and its phase (or equivalently
p and TJ in the Wolfenstein representation) at about the 20% level. Equally important
information may potentially be obtained from the B system and together allow the needed
over-constraint of the SM CP violation problem.



Observing this reaction presents a challenge since all particles are neutral and there
is no definite kinematic constraint. The present limit from a Fermi lab experiment is
B(A'£ —• v°vv)< 2.2 x 10~4 (24). Design considerations for A'£ —» ir°t/J/ experiments have
been discussed by groups from KAON[25] and KEK[2G]. A study done for the FMI, found
a sensitivity of 3 x 10~13 might be achievable in the presence of background[3].

Low energy momentum-analyzed A'° beams could provide the additional handle needed
to reject backgrounds (coming primarily from A' —» ** events) in future A'£ —» x°vu
experiments. In conjunction with sub-nanosecond primary beam micro-structure, some
possibilities under consideration for KAON include using time-of flight in secondary (e.g.
broad band neutral beams) and tertiary beams (neutral kaon production via (ir,K) reac-
tions) to enable the momentum of individual neutral kaons to be obtained. The detector
should have the capabilities of high efficiency for neutral particle detection (10~3 ineffi-
ciency for low energy photons) including both position and angular measurements and high
time resolution (< 1 ns). Due to the low decay rate and difficult experimental signature,
A'" —• ir°i/V may only be accessible for background-free study with a super-intense source
like KAON.

C. A'g -* x°e+c~

The decay A"° —» jr°e+e~ is a rare example of a reaction which can proceed through both
CP conserving and CP violating paths at potentially comparable rates; the CP conserving
part can go via two virtual photons and the CP violating component through a single
virtual photon or Z boson. There are four components to be evaluated:

i) Recent measurements(27] of A'° —» *077 can be used to bound the CP conserving
part indicating a branching ratio contribution < 10~12.

ii) The CP violating part due to mixing is related to the rate of the so far unseen decay
A'5 —» x°e+e~, but estimates put it in the region of a branching ratio of 10~u[28].

iii) For the SM direct CP violating part, a range of 10"u to 10~13 is indicated[7j.

iv) There is also a non-negligible experimental background from A'° —• ecyy which
can be of comparable or larger rate than the signal depending on experimental
resolution [29].

Because the ranges of calculated values for the CP violating components due to mixing
and direct contributions are wide and overlap, there would be considerable difficulty in
interpreting an observation of A'° —» n°e+e~ based on the rate alone.

The current experimental limit is B(A'£ —• jr°c+e~) < 5.5 x 10~9 (30] and ongoing
efforts at Fermilab(E799) and KEK(E162) aim at a level of 10"10. At FMI, it has been
estimated that a significant further improvement in precision could be obtained[3j. Since
the branching ratio is expected to lie in the 10"I2 to 10"" region and high statistics will
be necessary to unravel the various contributions, A"* —• ir°c+e~ may be an important
reaction to be examined definitively at KAON. The ultimate feasibility of using A'° —•
7r°e+e~ to reveal direct CP violation may become clear once the reactions A'£ —• w°77 and
Kg —* *°e+e~ are well studied.



Another reaction to consider for learning about direct CP violation is A'+ —• *+/i+/i .
It has been shown by Wise and Savage [31] that T-odd asymmetries involving the /i+

longitudinal polarization (PL) are dominated by short distance physics (like A'£ —• woi/i/)
and therefore represent a new weapon to use in the quest for establishing the origin of
CP violation. Agrawal ei a/. [32] discussed polarization correlations of the /i+ and fi~
which present potentially powerful direct CP violation effects but are extremely difficult
to measure. However, Kuno[33] has discussed a possible detector configuration to perform
a measurement of spin correlations at KAON.

E. A'̂ 3 transverse muon polarization

Additional sources of CP or T violation could be revealed in rare kaon decay processes
involving measurements of the transverse muon polarization in A' —+ ir/jf/ (A'^a) decays

Cryostot>. .

Coil
Iron Pole

Muon
Stopper

e* counter

JIC3.C4

Fig. 5. KEK experiment for the measurement of transverse polarization in A'̂ 3.

not expected in the SM. The presence of nonzero muon polarization transverse to the
decay plane is an indicator of T violation due lo the T-odd product ah (PM x P . ) , where
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a„ is the muon polarization and PM and Pn are the muon and pion momentum vectors.
Previous results derived from measurement of the transverse ft polarization in A'^134] can
be expressed in terms of Im( oc< &„•(?,. x P . ) > m* = -0.010 ± 0.019. Although, a null
value for lm( is consistent with the expectations in the SM, the Weinberg-Higgs model(35]
of CP violation would predict Im( ~ 10"3, an order of magnitude below the present
limit. A modern attempt to improve the sensitivity to this decay is under development at
KEK[3C) as shown in fig. 5. In this experiment, decay products from stopped K+ are to
be detected in a toroidal spectrometer with forward-backward symmetry for JT° detection
to reduce potential systematic effects. An order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity
is sought. Since the experiment may be limited by statistics, further improvement could
be anticipated.

III. LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATION

The puzzle of distinct but virtually identical lepton flavors is one of the leading conun-
drums of the SM. Lepton flavor violating (LFV) interactions are absent in the SM but could
easily be accommodated. Reactions like A'£ —• fie and A'+ —• if* fie, ft —* e conversion
(fi~Nucleus —• e~Nucleus), fi —• cy and ft —» eee appear naturally in many extensions
of the SM mediated by horizontal gauge bosons, additional neutral Higgs particles, vector
or pseudoscalar leptoquarks and supersymmetric particles. The existence of constituent
substructure could lead to flavor rearrangement processes in which quarks and leptons are
interchanged. Examples of LFV reactions in which the net change of generation number
is zero are A'£ —• fie, A'+ —» ft*vt, and A'+ —• jr+/i+e~. The mass regions probed by
current LFV decay experiments reach scales of 10 to 100 TeV. For example, mass limits on
pseudoscalar-leptoquarks (mp/) and vector-leptoquarks (mvj) can be derived from current
results on ft —* e con version |37J and A'° —• fie (see below), as m^ > 22 TeV and m^ > 150
TeV|38].

The LFV decay A'£ —» fit involves both quarks and leptons, has a large available
phase space and occurs at a favorable rate in many models compared to some other LFV
processes. The hadronic current for A'£ —» fit must be either axial-vector or pseudoscalar
unless the process is mediated by leptoquarks. Potential backgrounds in experiments
searching for A" —• fie arise from the decay A'£ —» *evt (A'ea) with * —• fiv^ decay-in-
flight and kinematic reconstruction errors or misidentification of particle type. In order to
suppress these types of background, experiments are configured to perform high resolution
tracking of the charged decay products in a magnetic field and excellent particle iden-
tification. Independent measurement of muon energy (range) allows further background
suppression.

Two high sensitivity ex|>eriments recently reported final upper limits on the branching
ratio for A'° —• fit. No A'£ —• fit candidate events were identified from either search,
resulting in the following branching ratio upper limits:

KEK E137J39]: D(K°L -» fie) < 9.4 x lO'11 and
BNL E791[4OJ: D(J<1 - • fie) < 3.3 x 10"" .

An updated effort at BNL (E871[41]) designed to improve the sensitivity for
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Fig. 6. Set-up of DNL AGS E871 search for h'l — fie.

A'£ —• fie by another order of magnitude is now under development. The setup which
has the novel feature of an intricate neutral beam plug designed to reduce accidentals in
the tracking spectrometer is shown in fig. 6. Relative to the previous experiment, other
significant improvements are being made in triggering, tracking and in particle energy and
identification measurements.

Even if A'£ —• fie is absent, A'+ —» ir+/i*cT could occur, generated by vector or scalar
currents. Experimentally, the three-body charged particle final state makes vertex recon-
struction reliable and allows energy and momentum constraints to be imposed. The main
potential background is due to A'+ —» jr+7r+jr~ decay in which two pions are misidentified
as a muon and an electron. The technique relies on Cerenkov counters to perform efficient
particle identification along with a lead scintillator calorimeter and a muon range identifier.
The most recent result from BNL E777|42) was

D(K+ < 2.1 x 1( 1 0

based on no observed candidate events and assuming a uniform phase space distribution.
An experiment is presently under development at BNL (E8G5)[43]t which incorporates a
new intense 6 GeV A'+ beam (7 times the previous beam intensity) and new apparatus
including larger magnets, improved muon detection and finer granularity detectors shown
in fig. 7 . The aim is a sensitivity of 3 x 10~n for A'+ —» w^i^e*.

Because of the leverage that LFV experiments have in searching for new effects at high
mass scales, experiments taking advantage of new intense sources of muons and kaons and
new technology will be pursued until a satisfactory explanation of the generation structure
is found. It appears that with improvements to the beams, chamber systems and triggering

"I data acquisition systems, it inav bf nossjhlr to rrarh T\ <Wav limits «- I f l - ' 3 nvu»«r
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Fig. 7. Set up of UNL AGS E8C5 search for A'+

intense beams at the FMI.|3] Further orders of magnitude could be gained at KAON.

VI. CONCLUSION

Table I shows the current status and goals for experiments involving CP violation,
rare and ultra-rare decays and searches for lepton flavor violation. Although each exper-
iment is primarily focused on one topic, there are many other rare decay studies which
are performed simultaneously. During the next decade, it is anticipated that there will
be major advances in high sensitivity measurements which are aimed at accurately de-
termining missing parameters of the SM CKM matrix. ('/( will be measured to precision
approaching 10"*, perhaps providing evidence for direct CP violation and consistency with
the SM description. Following the anticipated measurement of the top quark mass, accu-
rate determination of the CP violating phase and presently uncertain top quark mixing
parameters (particularly Vtj) will be attained with measurements of /\'+ —• n+vV and
A'2 —» ir°vv along with study of CP violation in the B system (assuming the SM con-
tinues to reign supreme). Sensitivity in searches for non-standard model effects including
CP(T) violation in reactions such as A'+ —• itofi+v and for lepton flavor violation will be
increased by several orders of magnitude. Neutral kaon decays will also continue to be
particularly useful in tests of CPT invariance.

The last column in table I, labeled "Horizon", gives an estimate of sensitivities at-
f l io rtf'Yf (\{*c:*f1r> w ln r l i nrf» f»nnlil«vl Kv i\
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Table I. Status and prospects for selected rare and CP violating kaon decays.

Measurement Current result In-progress Horizon

Higher order standard model effects; Vu
A'+ -**+W < 5.2 x 10"8*
KL->n+n~ 7.0 ± 0.5 x 10-'0"

Direct CP violation
t'Jt 7.4 ±5.9 x 10"^

23 ±7 x 10-1"

A" — JT°C+C- < 5.5 x 10"9'

K°L - irVj/ < 2.2 x 10-*'
A'+ — 7r+/i+/y- < 2.3 x 10"7'

Non-standard model CP violation

etc.
1O"10 (BNL787)

± l%(stat.) (BNL 871)

±10"4 (FNAL 832)
±10-" (CERN NA48)

1 0 - 9 - 1 0 - " (FNAL 799)
10-'° (KEK 162)

10"5 - 10-«(FNAL 799)
< 10-6 (BNL 787)

(BNL8C5)

io-12

± 0.1%

±10~5

io-12

io- '3

PL

A+ -^ JT°/7I/

Kl - / /V

Forbidden decays
Kl -* f*e
A + —» ir+fit

K+ —• 7T + Z

Pn - 3.1

< 3 .
< 2 .
< 1.

±

3>
1 >

.7)

5.3 x 10"3

c 10-" '

< io-'2 '
< 10"9k

±10"3 (KEK 24G)

10"12(BNL 871)
3 x 10-'2 (BNL 805)
3 x lO'11 (BNL 787)

PL

±10~4

~io-2

10~M

I O - 1 3

io-13

•(see Kef (12]. b(scc Itef. (I5.I6J. c(see Htf (20], d(see Kef (19]; '(see lief (30], f(see Ref. (24]; «(sec
(44); h(see Ilef (34]; '(see Ref (40]; '(see Ref. (42], k(see Ref (12]

charged and neutral kaons. Improved beam lines in conjunction with the boosted AGS
at BNL and the FM1 (at higher energies) will provide the next generation of experiments
with an order of magnitude greater fluxes than have been available. In the longer term,
experiments to be done at the 30 GeV, 100 /*A KAON facility proposed at TRIUMF will
make use of another order of magnitude intensity increase. The challenges to experimental
technique of attaining high sensitivity and precision for ultra-rare decay measurements
in the presence of super-high intensity beams are considerable. However, with sufficient
segmentation, faster tracking and calorimetry and more efficient high speed triggering
and data acquisition systems under development, the experiments appear to be feasible.
The "Horizon" numbers in the table may even prove somewhat myopic if the experience
at the meson factories on rare muon studies is repeated; two orders of magnitude gain hi
primary beam flux delivered with 100% duty factory compared with "pre-factory" machines
coupled with better secondary beams, advances in technology and novel ideas led to hye
orders of magnitude improvements in sensitivity with several more orders of magnitude
under discussion. Thus, the potential of kaon decay experiments are as bright as they ev^r
have been for in-depth probing of crucial features of the standard model and for discovery



of new effects.
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